Measurable solutions of functional equations connected with Shannon's measure of entropy, directed divergence or information gain and inaccuracy are found.
2. Measurable solutions of (3) . In this section we treat the functional equation (3) and obtain all the measurable solutions of (3) through a series of auxiliary results.
Letg, k:I-yR, and/, h:Ix-^-R be functions such that (3) holds for all x, y e Ix with x+y e I.
We will first reduce the functional equation (3) containing four unknown functions to a functional equation with one unknown function.
With x=0, (3) gives (4) h(y) = g(y) + axy + bx for j e Ix, where ax and bx are constants.
Replacing j by 1 -x in (3), (3) and (4) yield (5) f(x) = h(\ -x) + a2x + b2 = g(l -x) + a3x + b3
for x e Io, where a2, b2, a3 and b3 are constants. From the equations (5) and (3) with y=0, we obtain (6) k(x) =f(x) + aáx + ¿4 = g(l -x) + fl5x + bs for x e 1°, where aé, ab, ¿>4 and b5 are constants. The equations (4), (5) and (6) enable us to write (3) as
SO -x) + (1 -x)g(y¡(\ -x))
= giy) + (1 -y)g((l -xy)¡(\ -y)) + ax + by + c for x el°, y elx with x+y e Io, where a, b, c are constants. It is to be noted that, contrary to (3), (7) is supposed valid only on {(x,y):x>0, y^O with 0<x+j< 1}. Thus we have proved the following lemma. Lemma 1. If the functions g, k : /->■/? andfi h : f-^-R satisfy the functional equation (3) , for all x, y elx with x+y e I, then all the functions can be expressed as affine compositions of g given by (4), (5) and (6) such that g is a solution of (1). Remark 1. It follows easily from (4), (5) and (6) that if any one of the four functions is Lebesgue measurable, then so are the other functions.
The equation (7) with j>=0 gives (1-x)g(0)=g(0)+ax+c for all x e 1°, so that c=0. Now, (7) reduces to g(\ -x) + (1 -x)g(yl(\ -x)) = g(y) + O ->0ár((l -x-y)l(\ -y)) + ax + by, for x eIo,y eIx, with x + y el°.
Making use of the transformation
for x e /j, the equation (8) takes the form
for x e 1°, y e Ilt with x+y e 1°. First we will seek functions u satisfying (10) for x, y e 1° with x+y e 1°a nd then we will determine all the solutions m of (10) for all x e 1° and y g Iu with x+y e 1°.
We give the following lemma without proof. For details refer to [1] and [5, p. 143 ]. Proof.
We will make the following observations regarding measurable functions which will make clear the proof of this lemma.
If a function u is measurable on Io, then there exists a measurable subset A of 1° on which u is bounded, such that p(A) can be made as close to 1 as desired; and in this case for every y in a certain neighbourhood of a given yQ e ]0, 1[, there is an xe]0, 1[ so that 1-x, y/(l-x), (l-x-y)l(l-y) are all in A and thus u is locally bounded at^0.
In fact, let y0 e 1° be arbitrary but fixed. Let An = u~1([-n, n]), for all n^.1. Then (An) is a sequence of measurable subsets of Io increasing to the whole interval 1°. Let e be an arbitrary fixed positive number. Then there is an AN such that p(I°\Ax)<e.
Let z0=m'm(y0, 1-y0). It follows then
MP, z«t\(l -JVCv1)) (11,) áMnuMi-^á«. at y0 there exists a neighbourhood A/ijo) of j0 such that MO -^v) n (1 -yAj) n (1 -j)(l -AN)) > 0, for every y e N(y0). Thus, in particular
for all j e N(y0). Hence, for each y e N(y0), there is an x (depending on y) in (l-AN)r\(l-yAJf)r\(l-y)(\-Ax); which is equivalent to 1-x, y 1(1 -x), (1 -x-y)l(l -y) e Ax. Hence from (10) it follows that |«O0l = HI -
for all y e N(y0). Thus we have proved that u is locally bounded at yQ. As j0 is arbitrary in 7°, u is locally bounded in 7°. Hence u is locally integrable in 7°. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. Next we determine the measurable solutions of (10), for x, y e 1° with x+y e Io.
Lemma 4. The general measurable solution of (10), for x, y e 1° with x+y e 1°, is given by (11) u(x) = AS(x), where A is an arbitrary constant and S is the Shannon function given by (12) S(x) = -x log x -(1 -x)log(l -x).
Proof. First we will show that u is differentiable infinitely in 7°. Indeed, for arbitrary but fixed y0 e 1°, it is possible to choose s, t (s < t) e 1°s uch that (1 -y-s)l(l -y), (1 -y-t)¡(\ -y) e 1°, for y in a certain neighbourhood of y0. On integrating (10) with respect to x from s to t, we get ris çy/a-n u(x)
The continuity of the right side of (13) as a function of y aty0 implies the continuity ofu aty0. Thus u is continuous on 7°. Now, the continuity of« in the right side of (13) shows that the right side of (13) is differentiable at License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use y0 and hence the u in the left side of (13) is differentiable at y0 and so everywhere in 1°. Repetition of the above argument yields the differentiability of u of all orders in 7°. Now differentiating (10), first with respect to x and then the resultant with respect to y and making the substitutions y/(l-x) = t and x[(l-j)=l-s in the latter, we obtain, after cancelling out 1-t+ts, that is (1 -x-y)l(l -x)(l -y) which is not zero, that (14)
*<l-r)w"(f) = s(l -s)u"(s) = -A (say), for s, t e Io. By successive integration, we have (15) u(x) = -A [x log x + (1 -x)log(l -x)] + a6x + be, for x e 1°, where a6 and b6 are constants. The function u given by (15) satisfies (10), provided a6=Z>6=0; that is, when u has the form given by (11) .
We are now ready to describe all the measurable solutions of (3).
Theorem 1. The most general measurable solutions of (3) the form (17) (cf. [1] ).
3. Measurable solutions of (2). Let F:Ixl°^R satisfy (2) for x, u elx,y, v e 1° with x+u^l and y+v<l. For each specified y, v e 1° with y+v< 1, (2) Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3, it can be shown that, for every fixed y0 e 1°, there exists a neighbourhood N(y0) ofy0 and a measurable subset AN of 1° on which C is bounded by N so that, for each y e N(y0), /<04jvn(l-jMiv^nO-y)AN)>0, which in turn implies that C is bounded by 3A^ on N(y0), so, C is locally bounded and hence locally integrable.
Integrating (19) with regard to y from p to X, we get
which implies the differentiability of C of all orders.
Differentiating (19) first with respect to y and then the resultant by v and making the substitutions s=v/(l-y) and t=y¡(\-v) in the latter we get Proof. By (20), Lemma 5 and Lemma 6, it follows that F must be given by (26) on IyXl0. Further examination of equation (2) on the remaining boundary with the help of (26) on Ix x Io shows that F has the required form (26) on the whole domain.
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